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THE SECOND VOLUME OF JOURNAL TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT FOR THE YEAR 2011 PRESENTS EIGHT PAPERS, ONE CASE STUDY CONNECTED TO TOURISM AND HOSPITALITY IN THE FINAL SECTION OF THE JOURNAL AND TWO BOOK REVIEWS. PAPERS FROM THIS ISSUE WRITTEN BY 15 AUTHORS COVER AREAS OF: RURAL AND NAUTICAL TOURISM, ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN TOURISM DESTINATIONS, TRAVEL AND TOURISM DEMAND, TOURISM ECOLOGY, MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION MODELS, STRESS MANAGEMENT AND INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING. FOUR PAPERS HAVE BEEN CONTRIBUTED BY CROATIAN SCIENTISTS AND FOUR PAPERS ARE FROM SLOVENIA, GREECE AND ROMANIA.

THE FIRST PAPER SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT MODEL FOR NAUTICAL TOURISM PORTS PRESENTS THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH BASED ON AN OVERALL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF NAUTICAL TOURISM PORTS’ POSITIONS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANS. ON THE BASIS OF THE RESULTS THE PAPER PRESENTS A MODEL OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF NAUTICAL TOURISM PORTS WHEREBY THE AUTHORS PROPOSE TO REDEFINE THE APPROACH TO PLANNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF NAUTICAL TOURISM AND PARTICULARLY TO CREATING THE OFFER AND UNDERSTANDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION.

UNEXPLOITED POTENTIALS OF NETWORKING IN THE HOSPITALITY BUSINESS - SLOVENIA'S CASE SHOW THE RESULTS OF A STUDY ON THE POTENTIALS FOR GOOD PRACTICE IN THIS REGARD AND SOME REASONS FOR THE CURRENT STATE OF POOR NETWORKING IN THE SLOVENE HOSPITALITY SECTOR. THE RESEARCH COVERS TWO PARTS: MANAGERS OF HOTEL OPERATIONS AND LEADERS OF TWO FORMAL NETWORKS. THE RESULTS REVEAL INTERESTING DIFFERENCES IN OPERATION FOCUS BETWEEN FORMAL AND INFORMAL NETWORKS IN TERMS OF GOALS SOUGHT BY THEIR MEMBERS. THIS RESEARCH FILLS THE GAP IN DEALING WITH INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING BY CONFRONTING FORMAL AND INFORMAL STRATEGIC COOPERATION PRACTICES IN HOSPITALITY BUSINESS.

THE PAPER ENTITLED APPLYING THE MODIFIED SWOT–AHP METHOD TO THE TOURISM OF GORNJE MEDIMURJE AIMS TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE FORMULATION OF FUTURE TOURIST ORIENTATION OF THIS REGION BY EVALUATING STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES THROUGH THE COMBINED SWOT-AHP. THE AUTHORS PROPOSE A MODIFIED VERSION OF THE METHOD, SO THAT THE ABSOLUTE VALUES OF SWOT FACTORS COEFFICIENTS ARE USED AS CRITERIA PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED BY AHP, BUT WITH A DIFFERENT PROCEDURE OF EVALUATING (STRATEGIC) ALTERNATIVES.


GENERAL MODEL OF SMALL ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN TOURIST DESTINATIONS IN CROATIA SHOWS HOW A TOURISM CLUSTER OF SMALL ENTREPRENEURS CAN BECOME A POSSIBLE MODEL FOR SMALL ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT IN TOURIST DESTINATIONS IN CROATIA AND HOW IT CAN INCREASE ITS COMPETITIVENESS (CASE OF LABIN-RABAC TOURIST DESTINATION). IT EMPHASIZES THE IMPORTANCE OF CLUSTERING IN THE TOURISM SECTOR, AND HIGHLIGHTS KEY ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF ESTABLISHING A TOURIST CLUSTER FOR ITS CLUSTER MEMBERS AND THE TOURIST DESTINATION.
The role of text genres offer and authorisation/approval in management communication presents and analyses text genres offer and authorisation/approval as unilateral text types that are mostly used for communication purposes in tourism and hospitality management. This analysis shows a specific communication model of management.

Tourist Ecology Politics: The Case of Crete Greece and Saranda Albania, covers the area of environmental ecology, which is characterized by an attempt to solve many complicating environmental issues. Ecosystems and traditional villages, which are fragile and invaluable are affected by factors such as the overexploitation and the misuse of natural resources, the lack of organized area planning, insufficient urban waste management as well as the lack of respect for the marine ecology.

The interesting topic described in Stress and Stress Management in a Higher Education Tourism Institution analyses stress in order to gain a better understanding of its phenomenon among scholars in tertiary education and also emphasizes that the teachers’ work has always been considered to be very stressful. The aim of this research has been to find out how they combat stress operatively and strategically in a tourism education institution.

Finally, I am proud to present this journal’s first ever case study, which is published in this issue and which I hope will attract your attention in order to increase the number of published case studies in the future, particularly because it is my great wish to contribute to the quality of the tourism and hospitality education in this way.

Once again, it has been a very busy and successful year for us. Our paper review turnaround time lies at approximately six weeks and we normally complete the review process within four months – an achievement which certainly would have been impossible without the time and support of our distinguished authors and reviewers. Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity to extend my warmest thanks to our authors and reviewers for their contribution to this issue.

Prof. Jože Perić, PhD
Editor-in-Chief